I have just read Sir David Weatherall's thoughtful review of Downie and Macnaughton's Clinical Judgement, with his suggestion that mature students might be more receptive to humane medical science than school leavers (August 2000 JRSM, pp. 440±42). I made this suggestion myself in 1974 1 , in circumstances similar to those of today, with government pressure and funding for a rapid rise in output of doctors.
I proposed a 20% reserved entry for mature students, as one means of getting a critical mass of students more socially informed and more resistant to the narrow, compartmentalized and dehumanized version of science then dominant in medical schools. The resistance I had in mind would have been derived not from the academic counterculture proposed by Downie and Macnaughton, but from personal experience of the real world.
Prompted by having to reinvent and rapidly produce general practitioners to staff their previously despised primary care system, in the 1960s the Swedes actually did this, with results which roused little interest in the UK 2 . They had problems with higher drop-out rates, partly because mature students were usually married with families, needing more stipend support than they received even in socially enlightened and generous Sweden and partly because mature students had the sense to get out of the pipeline if they realized they were not temperamentally suited to it. The proportion of our doctors who should never have entered this profession is a major source of inef®ciency, so perhaps this particular kind of`wastage' may be more asset than liability. I have not followed the Swedish literature evaluating the long-term consequences of their experiment, but this certainly should be done.
Medical schools which really encouraged mature student entry (rather than just talked about it) have seemed to me for the most part to miss the point. They were soon diverted to an entirely different aim, namely to recruit entrants to medicine who were already graduates in biochemistry, biology, physics and other university subjects. This is a good idea and should be encouraged, but such perpetual students have little in common with the tough nuts I had in mind. The whole idea of socially mature entrants seems to have been too plebeian to appeal to the medical teaching establishment of the 1970s. Since then the social composition of medical school entrants has become even more skewed toward private schooling and ignorance of how most of the world lives, though this was not the fault of medical schools. However that may be, my paper, along with most of what I've written, sank without trace.
Both then and now, it seems to me that what medical schools need is not remedial courses in either ethics or the arts, but rede®nition of the aims of science (and therefore of its style and content) as service to and imagination for all humankind, rather than utility to corporate interests. It's not a matter of more or less science, counterbalanced by more art, but of rede®ning science in wider and more humane ways. Leon Eisenberg at Harvard published a seminal paper on this 3 and so did Cassel, less explicitly, in his Wade Hampton Frost lecture in 1976 4 . Both these papers deserve to be much better known here, and should be used to teach undergraduates to read a bit further than the very latest hot news. We should be teaching an attitude of mind, sceptical but open to the opportunities for and necessity of intelligence (in its military sense) at all levels of medicine. Medical decisions are now too effective, and therefore too dangerous, to be used appropriately or safely without intelligence: that is, without really knowing what the hell is going on hereÐwhat's going on in this fat folder, within this extraordinary life story of which we know so little, within this explosively expanding subject of which we know almost nothing, and so on; a special combination of con®dence and humility, required for making big decisions on the best evidence we can get in the time available, but always incomplete. This requires not scienti®c skills humanized by art, but humane science recognizing art as a way of looking at some aspects of the world more truthfully than we are able to do through exact measurement.
Socially mature students could indeed do this better than recently promoted schoolchildren whose silver spoons are barely out of their mouths, but they would need to be in suf®cient number to provide dominant role models for their younger colleaguesÐat least 20%. With government breathing down our necks to produce more doctors, and particularly more GPs, we probably have a better chance of getting this now than at any time since I wrote in 1974.
